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This work is part of a project aimed at
the analysis of the agricultural practices
in an arid area of the Atacama desert (N.
Chile) between the Late Intermediate and the
Inka periods (ca. A.D. 1200-1530).
Previous descriptions existed of the cultivated
fields and irrigation canals around the sites of





construction of a detailed
record of the evidence.
Fieldwork was aimed at:
 Building a detailed record
 Exploring the spatial layout of canals
and fields
Some important conditions:
 Excellent preservation and visibility of
archaeological features
 Short field seasons (2-3 weeks), small
field team (6-8 people)
Study area: Topaín, Paniri
and other contemporaneous sites
The resources:
• s for photointerpretationGeoEye 1 image
• 2 Trimble Juno handhelds
The results:
1. A GIS-based database with >6500 single
features mapped. The data are openly
accessible online§
2. A hypothetical temporal sequence of fields
and canals
Despite their high resolution, satellite images
did not provide sufficient detail of some areas
A more detailed approach - affordable and
simple 3D documentation with:
 Low cost UAV (DJI Phantom)
 Compact digital camera (Ricoh Gr2)
 SFM software (AgiSoft Photoscan)
The results:
 3D models of settlement areas, groups of
fields and individual constructions
 Highly detailed orthoimages (1cm res.)
No detailed maps available for the area - need to
build our own representation of topography
3 m DEM created in Leica Photogrammetry Suite
and Erdas Imagine 2011 based on two
overlapping GeoEye 1 images
Accuracy 161 control points( ):
 RMSE=1.2 m, 90% < 0.7 m
§
http://newgis.cesga.es/topain/topo.html (under construction)
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Terraced fields (top) and canal (bottom) in Topaín
The settlement area of Topaín in the GeoEye 1 image (top)





Point cloud of a chullpa (funerary)
or collca (storage) construction
• A ofcombination of rather affordable techniques and tools produced a detailed documentation of a wide and complex set of evidence with a modest investment time
and resources (7 weeks, 6-8 people).
• A .geoportal will allow free and direct access to the complete record of the project, adhering to an open data philosophy
• The spatial layout and stratigraphic relationships suggest , Latetwo main episodes of construction and use of the whole agrarian system  corresponding to the
Intermediate s , with d t s s.and the Inka period respectively ifferen scale and design







Textured 3D model of a rumimoqo
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Approach based on extensive use of
geospatial resources






 Small test pits
 Sampling
 3D detailed documentation in the
field
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